Chromosomal analysis of selected lines of Drosophila
melanogaster with a new level of bristle canalization
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Summary
A new phenotype of extra bristles has been canalized through selection in four lines of
D. melanogaster. A chromosomal analysis of these lines has been carried out. All three main
chromosomes contribute with strong interactions to the increase in bristle number, and chromosome 3 has the highest contribution to this increase. Chromosome 1 and/or 2 are, instead,
primarily responsible for bristle canalization in the scutum in these lines. The results are discussed
in relation to a proposed genetic model for bristle determination.
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Résumé

Analyse chromosomique de lignées de Drosophila melanogaster
présentant un changement du niveau de canalisation des soies
phénotype de soies surnuméraires a été obtenu par sélection canalisante dans
de Drosophila melanogaster. Une analyse chromosomique de ces lignées a été
effectuée. Les trois principaux chromosomes contribuent, avec de fortes interactions, à l’augmentation du nombre de soies, le chromosome 3 ayant la contribution la plus élevée. Les chromosomes
1 et/ou 2 sont les principaux responsables de la canalisation des soies scutellaires dans ces lignées.
Les résultats sont discutés par rapport à un modèle génétique proposé pour rendre compte du
déterminisme des soies.
Un

nouveau

quatre < lignées
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I. Introduction

Scutellar and dorsocentral bristles of Drosophila melanogaster have been widely
studied as a model of canalized characters. Practically all the individuals of natural
populations have the normal phenotype (fig. 1), although some are not canalized and

have extra bristles. These can be selected, and canalized lines can be obtained with
extra bristles, e.g., two scutellar extra bristles (M
ACBEAN
et al. , 1972) or two dorsocentral extra bristles (G
UBIO 1982).
R
AZQUEZ & ,
-V
ARCIA

Some authors have proposed models to explain the genetic determination of
bristles. The genetic control mechanism is different for the increase of bristle number
and for the canalization of such bristles (F
ENDEL 1962, 1976,
R
, 1967, 1970 ; ,
RASER
1979). The action of the genes involves an increase of chaetogen, the substance that

makes bristles (R
HYSEN 1979). Though the amount of chaetogen increases,
G
ICHELLE & ,
the regulator or canalizer action obstructs the production of one more bristle if this
amount does not surpass a given threshold. This action is, at least partly, due to genes
with dose-dependent properties, with negative control over major genetic systems (like
OTAS et al. ,
the bithorax complex and the achaete-scute, -B
ARCIA 1981 ; B
G
,
ELLIDO
one bristle is
that
normal
of
the
The
canalization
only
requires
phenotype
1982).
formed in each position, although the level of chaetogen can oscillate, because nearby
cells are inhibited, preventing their differentiation as bristle forming (G
HYSEN &

ICHELLE 1979).
R
,
But, what genetic differences for this character are there between the populations
canalized at a level close to the normal, with two extra bristles, and the normal ones ?
Has selection modified the basic level of chaetogen or the canalization in each bristle
position ? The variability of the bristles in some cases seems to be regulated by
LBORNOZ 1982). In
A
UBIO & ,
polygenes, and not by the action of major mutants (R
selection experiments to increase the number of extra bristles, both dorsocentral and
scutellar, authors reported genetic variability in the three main chromosomes, with
higher or lower influence of each one, according to the lines (e.g. WHITTLE, 1969 ;
SHELDON & MILTON, 1972).
not been determined which system was modified by the genetic
in
the
lines. Is it the one that determines the quantity of chaetogen,
change produced
or the one that controls the canalization, in each position of the scutum and the
scutellum (anteriors and posteriors in each area), or both systems jointly ? In this work
we attempt to discriminate between them, analysing which chromosomes brought the
variability for each one in obtaining the response to selection.

Nevertheless, it has

II. Material and methods
The selection was made for 44 generations in four isofemale lines originating in a
natural population caught in Asturias (North of Spain). In each generation, the
phenotypes of 60 males and 60 females were scored, and 10 virgin couples were taken
as parents from the following phenotype :
-

SC : two anterior scutellar extra bristles

-

ADC : two anterior dorsocentral e.b.

(e.b.) ;

(see fig. 1).

The evolution of the e.b. average in each line was analysed over the 44 generations. Also the distribution of the different numerical phenotypes (0, 1, 2 or more e.b.)
was studied at the beginning and at the end of the selection. The size of class 2 was
ENDEL (1979). Finally, positional phenotypes that
measured by probits, following R
appeared in the selected class 2 e.b. were studied in the scutum. These phenotypes can
be : aa (both e.b. in anterior position), pp (posteriors), ap (one anterior and the other
one posterior), ii (at least one e.b. is intermediate, its position can not be determined) ; see figure 1. In the scutellum, extra bristles only appeared in the anterior
selected position.

When the lines were canalized for the new selected phenotype, at generation 44,
the influence of the three main chromosomes in the canalization was determined.
Synthetic stocks were made with one, two, or the three chromosomes of each line
homozygous, with the rest of the chromosomes coming from the Oregon stock, which
has a normal bristle phenotype. It has been demonstrated previously that Oregon is

dominant over the selected lines, because all the progeny of their reciprocal crosses
normal. For this reason, stocks were not made with chromosomes heterozygous.

were

The intermediate line we used, which has balanced chromosomes, is the BinscySM5-TM3. Chromosome 1 is Binscy, which has the mutants Bar and yellow as markers.
Chromosome 2 (SM5) has Curly. Chromosome 3 (TM3) has Stubble and Serrate. The
model of crosses proposed by K
EARSEY & K
OJIMA (1967) was followed. Three independent replicates from each cross were made in each line ; 60 males’ and 60 females’
phenotypes were recorded in each. It was demonstrated by means of contingency X
2S
that significant differences do not exist among the three replicates, so their data appear
grouped in the results.

Every chromosomal combination is designated by three letters, which correspond to
chromosomes, 1, 2, 3. Chromosomes originating in the Oregon stock are called A ; and
those from the selected line

are

called B.

The lines were cultured at room temperature, in 200
medium of sugar, yeast and agar.

3glass bottles,
cm

in

a

III. Results

The results
preserve

a

slight

shown only for the females, because the
sexual dimorphism, behave in the same way.

are

males, which always

The response to selection is quick and constant. The extra bristle average is getting
closer and closer to 2, with a small but significant slope until the last generations (fig.
2). This rise is due to the increase of class 2, but not to the higher ones (fig. 3). The
distribution in the last generations obviously has the maximum in this class. The probits
corresponding to class 2 (table 1) are big enough to affirm that the lines are canalized
ACBEAN et al. , 1972). The distribution of bristles in the lines
ENDEL
(R
et al. , 1966 ; M
move into class 2, without surpassing the threshold in spite of selection pressure for
increasing the bristle number.
The position of the extra bristles was fixed and constant, which is always the
selected (anterior scutellar) in the SC, and more than 90 % in ADC in each generation
(fig. 4). We succeeded really in canalizing a new level of extra bristles.
The contribution of every chromosome to this response was analyzed (table 2) ;
BBB is the selected line, reconstructed after crossing with the intermediate stock ;
AAA is the Oregon reconstructed line, the three main chromosomes belonging to that
line. The BBB average is not the same as that in every line in generation 44, because
there are fewer individuals from class 2 ; there is a slight increase of classes smaller
than 2, and also of the classes higher than 2. These modifications may perhaps be
attributed to the influence of the chromosome 4 in every line, which is not balanced in
this experiment. It must contribute to the maintenance of homeostasis in populations,
adjusting to the rest of the genotype. In any case, this decrease of the expression does
not modify substantially our conclusions.
The variance analysis shows that the three chromosomes have significant influences
the increase of the average of e.b., with strong interactions among them in the four
lines (table 3).
on

The standard test a posteriori (see table 4) arranges the distributions of chromosomal combinations according to their similarity, making statistically homogeneous groups.
From the numerical point of view (distribution of individuals according to their number
of e.b.), the standard test a posteriori shows that in all the lines chromosome 3 is the
one that has influenced most substantially the increase in the number of e.b. ; that is to
say, the greatest part of the loci, or the ones most important in production of
chaetogen, are on this chromosome. Chromosomal combination AAB belongs to the
same group as BBA in three of the lines ; in ADC-4 it is even higher. Chromosome 3
increased the number of extra bristles as much as the two other chromosomes together,
and more in ADC-4. On the other hand, the chromosome that is second in importance
for increasing bristles varies among lines. Chromosomes 1 and 2 look similar in ADC-4 ;
chromosome 2 is more important in ADC-7 and SC-1 (its absence moves BAB away
from the BBB distribution, and ABB is intermediate). Chromosome 1 is more important in SC-2 (ABB is further from BBB than BAB is).

Up to now, we have studied the effect of every chromosome on the increase of the
number of bristles, and supposedly on the increase of chaetogen. But, what about the
canalization ?
Apart from SC-1, which has no clear signs of decanalization but only signs of
decrease of bristles, there are chromosomal combinations in the other lines that attract
attention (table 2). Chromosomal combination ABB is positionally decanalized in SC-2 :
posterior dorsocentral e.b. appear. The scutellum does not decanalize in any case.

Chromosomal combination BAB is also positionally decanalized in ADC-4 ; moresome individuals with more than 2 e.b. In ADC-7, BAB has some
positional decanalization, and ABB is clearly positionally and numerically decanalized.
These observations are statistically proved by positional standard test a posteriori (table
4), in which chromosomal combinations come together in homogeneous groups.
over, it has

It can be inferred from them that in ADC-7 and SC-2 chromosome 1 is the most
influential in controlling the canalization obtained in the scutum. In ADC-4, determining factors of canalization on chromosome 2 were selected. Chromosome 3, which has
the most importance in increasing the level of chaetogen, does not seem to have
fundamental genetic factors in these lines which maintain the new level of canalization,
or at least they are not detected in this work.

IV. Discussion

These results do not differ much from those of other authors. For example,
HELDON & M
ILTON (1972) attribute to chromosome 3 the
M
A
CBEAN et al. (1971) and S
most importance in increasing the number of bristles in some lines ; so do R
UBIO &
LBORNOZ (1982) for dorsocentral e.b. Others find chromosomes 1 and 2 more
A
COWCROFT 1966, in scutellars), or only one of them (F
S
ERRANDO et al.,
important (e.g. ,
1984, in dorsocentrals find chromosome 1 important in lines with dorsocentral e.b.).
Every population has different variability for each chromosome to determine an
increase of the chaetogen. This variability is higher for chromosome 3 in this population ; or perhaps the random sampling of parents maintained a higher variability for
chromosome 3 in these lines.

Following

ICHELLE &
R

HYSEN
G

(1979),

the level of

in these
all the largest

chaetogen increased

lines, due to the manipulation by selection of genes distributed
chromosomes, but especially on chromosome 3. Moreover, there is

on
a

particular regula-

tion in each position (anterior and posterior) of the scutum, that is probably due to the
creation of an inhibition area around each bristle forming in the normal phenotype.
Bristle formation at the anterior and posterior sites could be modified independently
, 1965) ; it could be due to a different temporary determination of the
OBERTSON
(R
chaetogen production in each site (P
, 1975).
OODRY
We think that in these

lines, genes from chromosomes

1 or/and 2 that

strengthen

this

negative control were selected. This control inhibits new bristles in the non-selected
positions (posterior dorsocentrals), because they do not appear with a higher level of
chaetogen (the level of selected lines). When chromosomes 1 and/or 2 from the
selected line are replaced by others from Oregon, which had an inhibitor sufficient to
control a smaller level of chaetogen (it is of normal phenotype), extra bristles appear.
The control is not enough, and the amount of chaetogen, which we selected mainly in
genes from the chromosome 3, is expressed.
Canalization is this control of bristle development. As we can see, these data make
clear difference between the two systems that regulate the production of bristles. One
to chromosome 1 and/or 2. The other one is the chaetogen
increasing, due to chromosome 3. Further work may be done in order to find which
genes are involved in both systems.
a

system is the canalizer, due
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